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Abstract

Deleteagene2 (Delete-a-gene) is a deletion-based gene knockout system for plants. To

obtain deletion mutants for a specific gene, random deletion libraries created by fast

neutron mutagenesis are screened by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers

flanking the target gene. By adjusting the PCR extension time to preferentially amplify the

deletion alleles, deletion mutants can be identified in pools of DNA samples with each

sample representing more than a thousand mutant lines. In Arabidopsis, knockout plants
for greater than 80% of targeted genes have been obtained from a population of 51 840

lines. A large number of deletion mutants have been identified and multiple deletion alleles

are often recovered for targeted loci. In Arabidopsis, the method is very useful for

targeting small genes and can be used to find deletion mutants mutating two or three

tandem homologous genes. In addition, the method is demonstrated to be effective in rice

as a deletion mutant for a rice gene was obtained with a similar approach. Because fast

neutron mutagenesis is applicable to all plant genetic systems, Deleteagene2 has the

potential to enable reverse genetics for a wide range of plant species. Copyright # 2002

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

The complete genome sequence of Arabidopsis has
been known for more than a year [1]. Both the
public (Chinese Rice Genome Sequence Consor-
tium) and the private (TMRI, Syngenta Inc.) sector
reported on draft sequences of the rice genome
during the Plant, Animal and Microbe Genomes
(PAMG) X Meeting. With the complete genome
sequences available for these two model plant
species, the challenge for the post-sequencing era
becomes the functional characterization of all the
genes identified by the sequencing efforts. Reverse
genetics will play an essential role in both Arabi-
dopsis and rice functional genomics. One general
approach in reverse genetics is to create knockouts
for target genes and compare the phenotypes of the
mutants to wild type plants. In higher plants, since

there is no reliable homologous recombination
system, creating knockout mutants is not a trivial
task.

In Arabidopsis, random large-scale insertion
mutagenesis has been widely used to inactivate
target genes [8]. An insertion in a targeted gene can
be identified by a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
using a combination of a gene-specific primer and a
primer complementary to the T-DNA, or transpo-
son, border sequences [6]. Alternatively, an inser-
tion in a target gene can be identified by searching a
DNA sequence database with a collection of a large
number of insertion site sequences, once such a
database is established by sequencing the insertion
sites of a large number of random insertion lines
[7,9]. Although insertion mutants for most Arabi-
dopsis genes can be identified using the current
collections of insertion lines, knockout plants for a
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significant percentage of genes probably cannot be
obtained by this approach. To have a 99% prob-
ability of finding an insertion in a 1 kb gene, about
550 000 insertion lines would need to be screened
[3].

In Arabidopsis, TILLING has been used to screen
for EMS-induced point mutations [2]. A small
percentage of the identified point mutations com-
pletely inactivate the target genes. The main draw-
back of TILLING is that less than ten plants can be
screened in each reaction and the reactions need to
be analyzed on a sequencing gel. This greatly limits
the throughput and utility of the method. More
recently, we reported a high-throughput knockout
system based on fast neutron deletion mutagenesis
[4]. This method is very effective in obtaining
knockout mutants in Arabidopsis. We also demon-
strated that the same approach could be used in
rice.

General strategies for deleteagene

To obtain deletion mutants for targeted genes,
random deletion libraries are produced by fast neu-
tron mutagenesis and then screened for specific
deletion mutants by PCR. To construct a deletion
library, wild type seeds are treated with fast neu-
trons and subsequently planted. M2 Seeds from the
individual plants are harvested and stored. A small
portion of the M2 seeds from each M1 line is
planted again. Tissue samples are collected from the
M2 seedlings and used to isolate genomic DNA
representing the corresponding mutant lines. For
PCR screening, DNA samples representing all the
mutant lines are aliquoted and organized into pools
of increasing complexity. Deletion mutants are
first identified in large pools consisting of over a
thousand lines. Subsequent deconvolution using the
smaller pools leads to identification of the single
mutant lines.

To screen an insertion library for a mutant by
PCR, a gene specific primer and a primer specific to
the insertion element are used. Because only one
gene specific primer is used in the PCR, wild type
DNA is not amplified. On the other hand, screening
for a deletion mutant by PCR uses two primers
specific to the targeted locus. Both the wild type
gene and the mutant gene will be amplified under
normal PCR conditions. In the Deleteagene system,
PCR extension time is shortened to suppress the
amplification of the wild type fragment. As a result,

deletion mutants can be routinely detected in pools
of over a thousand lines.

Applications of Deleteagene in
Arabidopsis

To characterize the Arabidopsis mutant population,
25 loci were screened for deletion mutations in a
population containing a total of 51 840 lines. Dele-
tion mutants were identified for 21 of the 25 loci
and multiple alleles were identified for most of the
target loci. Based on this data, we estimate that a
population of 100 000 lines will enable a >95%
success rate in isolating deletions in target genes.
This high success rate makes Deleteagene an ideal
method for knocking out genes that insertion muta-
tions cannot be obtained for. Moreover, isolation
of multiple independent alleles for a target gene
greatly simplifies the downstream phenotypic char-
acterization process.

One challenge in Arabidopsis functional genomics
is to find insertions in genes smaller than 1 kb
because the probability of finding an insertion in a
gene is directly proportional to the size of the gene
[3]. Since it is much easier to hit a small gene with a
big deletion than with an insertion, Deleteagene will
be very useful for isolating knockouts for small
genes. For example, we isolated a mutant with a
2.7 kb deletion that completely removed a 0.3 kb
target gene. In another example, we obtained a
mutant with an 8 kb deletion that completely
removed a 0.7 kb target gene.

Another challenge is to determine the functions
of genes in tandem arrays. Sequence analysis of the
Arabidopsis genome revealed 1528 tandem arrays
containing 4140 individual genes [1]. If genes in a
tandem duplication encode redundant functions,
reverse genetic analysis will be difficult because both
genes need to be inactivated at the same time in
order to observe the mutant phenotype. Using
Deleteagene, we can isolate deletions mutating two
or three tandem homologous genes. In one exam-
ple, a mutant with a 9.7 kb deletion that completely
removes two closely related bZIP transcription
factors was obtained. These two genes are directly
linked on Chromosome 5. In another example, a
pair of closely linked genes, AOX1a and AOX1b,
was found to be completely removed by a 15.7 kb
deletion. We also found a single deletion inactivat-
ing the three ribulose-1,5-biphosphate carboxylase
small subunit genes located on chromosome 5.
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Application of Deleteagene in crop
plants

Since fast neutron mutagenesis can be performed on
a large number of dry seeds and no plant trans-
formation is required, Deleteagene can be applied
to almost any plant species. In crop plants such as
rice, which has large amount of genomic sequence
information, Deleteagene can be used very effec-
tively to knockout target genes. On the other hand,
it is very difficult to saturate the rice genome with
T-DNA or transposable elements since rice has a
genome size three to four times larger than Arabi-
dopsis and transformation in rice is not nearly as
efficient as in Arabidopsis. We demonstrated that
deletion mutants can be obtained by screening a
fast neutron-mutagenized rice mutant population.
Expanding the rice fast neutron population should
enable us to cover the whole rice genome with easily
detectable deletion mutations.

In crop plants, deleting unwanted genes from the
existing germlines can also be used as a strategy to
generate desirable phenotypes for agriculture. For
example, soybeans with reduced concentrations of
antinutritional oligosaccarides, stachyose, raffinose,
and galactose can be obtained by inactivating genes
involved in the synthesis of these compounds [5].
Since no foreign DNA is introduced in the
improved crop plants, the resultant crop varieties
will not be GMOs and will not face the regulatory

or public acceptance barriers associated with trans-
genic crops.
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